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Microtubule polyglutamylation is important for regulating
cytoskeletal architecture and motility in Trypanosoma brucei
Jana Jentzsch1, Adal Sabri2, Konstantin Speckner2, Gertrud Lallinger-Kube1, Matthias Weiss2 and
Klaus Ersfeld1,*

ABSTRACT
The shape of kinetoplastids, such as Trypanosoma brucei, is
precisely defined during the stages of the life cycle and governed
by a stable subpellicular microtubule cytoskeleton. During the cell
cycle and transitions between life cycle stages, this stability has to
transiently giveway to a dynamic behaviour to enable cell division and
morphological rearrangements. How these opposing requirements of
the cytoskeleton are regulated is poorly understood. Two possible
levels of regulation are activities of cytoskeleton-associated proteins
and microtubule post-translational modifications (PTMs). Here, we
investigate the functions of two putative tubulin polyglutamylases in
T. brucei, TTLL6A and TTLL12B. Depletion of both proteins leads to a
reduction in tubulin polyglutamylation in situ and is associated with
disintegration of the posterior cell pole, loss of the microtubule plus-
end-binding protein EB1 and alterations of microtubule dynamics. We
also observe a reduced polyglutamylation of the flagellar axoneme.
Quantitative motility analysis reveals that the PTM imbalance
correlates with a transition from directional to diffusive cell
movement. These data show that microtubule polyglutamylation
has an important role in regulating cytoskeletal architecture and
motility in the parasite T. brucei.

This article has an associated First Person interview with the first
author of the paper.
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INTRODUCTION
A striking difference between the microtubule cytoskeletal
architecture of many protists and metazoa are the structural
constraints in the former group of organisms (Dawson and
Paredez, 2013). In diverse protist phyla, including Apicomplexa
(e.g. Plasmodium spp., Toxoplasma spp.), Euglenozoa (e.g.
Trypanosoma spp., Leishmania spp.) or Fornicata (e.g. Giardia
spp.), the microtubule cytoskeleton is characterised by highly
ordered structures that are predetermined and by-and-large
invariable for a given stage in the development of these
organisms. Examples are the apical complex of Plasmodium and
the subpellicular microtubule array of trypanosomes (Elmendorf

et al., 2003; Hemphill et al., 1991; Morrissette and Sibley, 2002;
Yubuki et al., 2016). This is in contrast to the highly dynamic and
flexible arrangement of microtubules observed, for example, in a
mammalian tissue culture cell. Yet, the primary sequences of
tubulins are highly homologous and are not causative for such
differences. Therefore, regulation of cytoskeletal architecture is very
likely due to associated factors, such as organism-specific sets of
microtubule-associated proteins and post-translational tubulin
modifications.

The major determinant of shape and cellular integrity of
trypanosomatids is the subpellicular microtubule cytoskeleton. It
is arranged as an array of non-continuous, highly ordered parallel
filaments of uniform polarity with the microtubule plus ends facing
toward the posterior cell pole (Gull, 1999). Although the amino acid
sequences of trypanosome α- and β-tubulins are highly homologous
to their mammalian orthologues, the in vivo attributes of their
respective microtubule cytoskeletons are very different. The
subpellicular microtubule array of trypanosomes is extremely
stable and is cold and detergent resistant (Robinson et al., 1991),
in strong contrast to the microtubule cytoskeleton of the parasite’s
host. In addition to the subpellicular microtubule array,
microtubules form the axoneme of the single flagellum of
trypanosomes, responsible for motility of these parasites in
their mammalian and insect hosts (Langousis and Hill, 2014).
Using time-lapse microscopy and elaborate mathematical
models, the intricate dynamics of the beating flagellum and
the resulting swimming motion are by now well understood for
wild-type trypanosomes (Alizadehrad et al., 2015; Uppaluri
et al., 2012; Zaburdaev et al., 2011). Yet, effects due to changes
in the regulation of the microtubule cytoskeleton have remained
largely elusive.

Well-characterised regulators of microtubule dynamics in
metazoa are the microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) and a
range of tubulin post-translational modifications (PTMs), such as
reversible tyrosination, acetylation, phosphorylation, polyglycylation
and polyglutamylation (Barra et al., 1973; Bodakuntla et al., 2019;
Edde et al., 1990; Eipper, 1972; Raybin and Flavin, 1977; Redeker
et al., 1994). With the exception of glycylation, typical microtubule
PTMs have been detected in trypanosomes, either by using specific
antibodies or mass spectrometric analysis (Sasse and Gull, 1988;
Schneider et al., 1997; Woods et al., 1989). Based on sequence
homology, genes coding for enzymes catalysing tubulin PTMs have
been identified in the genomes of trypanosomatids. These include the
tubulin–tyrosine ligase (TTL) and tubulin–tyrosine carboxypeptidase
(vasohibin, also known as VASH), responsible for the tyrosination–
detyrosination cycle of the C-terminal tyrosine of α-tubulin, and a
family of enzymes collectively known as tubulin–tyrosine-ligase-like
proteins (TTLLs). These enzymes are polyglutamylases and catalyse
the addition of glutamate side chains of variable lengths to glutamate
residues within the C-terminal tails of α- and β-tubulin. In
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Trypanosoma brucei, nine TTLLs have been identified based on
primary sequence analysis (Casanova et al., 2015; Janke et al., 2005).
Whereas many functional aspects of tubulin PTMs are well

documented inmammalian cells and are associated with phenotypes
such as axonal differentiation and transport, spermatogenesis and
regulation of ciliar length, their significance for the unique structural
organisation of the microtubule cytoskeleton or the flagellum of
trypanosomes and related kinetoplastids is largely unexplored
(Wloga et al., 2017). Only two recent studies have addressed the
localisation and growth phenotypes of some members of the TTLL-
family in Leishmania major and Trypanosoma brucei and
functional aspects of vasohibin in T. brucei. Using RNA
interference (RNAi), it was shown that only the depletion of one
of the nine TTLL proteins (TTLL4B) is associated with growth
arrest caused by blockage of cytokinesis (Basmaciyan et al., 2019;
Casanova et al., 2015). It has also been shown that CRISPR-
mediated knockout of vasohibin in T. brucei leads to morphological
abnormalities and mitotic defects (van der Laan et al., 2019).
Inspired by these observations, we have performed an in-depth

analysis of the putative polyglutamylases TTLL6A and TTLL12B
in T. brucei procyclic forms. Using RNAi combined with
biochemical analysis, immunofluorescence microscopy, electron
microscopy and quantitative motility assays, we show that TTLL6A
and TTLL12B depletion drastically perturbs cytoskeletal
architecture. In particular, we observe a disintegration of the
highly organised posterior end of the cell body into several lobes,
which we term the ‘glove’ phenotype. Moreover, cells depleted of
either TTLL6A or TTLL12B, even when not displaying the extreme
‘glove’ phenotype, exhibit a transition from a directional to a more
diffusive motility, concomitant with a significant reduction of
axonemal polyglutamylation.

RESULTS
TTLL6AandTTLL12Bhave in vivopolyglutamylase activities
The T. brucei proteins TTLL6A and TTLL12B belong to the family
of tubulin–tyrosine-ligase-like proteins (Casanova et al., 2015) (see
Table S1 for an overview). Except for the founding member of this
family, tubulin–tyrosine ligase, all other members are either tubulin
polyglutamylases or tubulin glycylases (van Dijk et al., 2007;
Wloga et al., 2009). Based on sequence homology, T. brucei lacks
the tubulin glycylase subfamily of TTLLs and, experimentally, no
tubulin glycylation has been detected in trypanosomes (Schneider
et al., 1997; Wloga et al., 2009). Hence, it is likely that all proteins of
the TTLL family in T. brucei are polyglutamylases. Polyglutamylases
are further subdivided into those enzymes initiating glutamylation, by
adding a glutamine residue to a γ-carboxyl group of a single
glutamate residue within the C-terminal tails of α- and β-tubulin, and
elongating polyglutamylases, which then add further glutamyl
residues to this initial branching glutamyl residue. In T. brucei, side
chain lengths of up to 15 glutamyl residues on α-tubulin and up to six
on β-tubulin have been described (Schneider et al., 1997). Enzymatic
activities of some recombinant TTLLs of L. major have been assayed
on mammalian tubulin and non-tubulin substrates; however, the
specific properties of individual TTLL proteins in T. brucei are
unknown (Casanova et al., 2015). To address this issue for the two
proteins that are subjects of this study, we used the antibodies GT335
and PolyE to recognise different epitopes of polyglutamylated
tubulin. The monoclonal antibody GT335 recognises polyglutamyl
chains of any length and is therefore also suited to detect the initiating
branching point, whereas the polyclonal antibody PolyE only binds to
tubulins with glutamyl side chains longer than three glutamates
(Shang et al., 2002; Wolff et al., 1992). Using RNAi, we depleted

both TTLL proteins over a period of 2–3 d (Fig. S1), made
cytoskeleton extracts and analysed this fraction using western
blotting (Fig. 1). Knockdown of TTLL6A resulted in a reduction of
total polyglutamylation levels by ∼50%, as measured by the GT335
signal, whereas the PolyE signal, indicative of chain elongation, was
reduced by ∼20%. Equivalent experiments were carried out for
TTLL12B. Here, the reduction in signal intensity was much stronger
(an 80% reduction in GT335 signal, and a 70% reduction in PolyE
signal). In contrast to observations of HeLa cell extracts, where
GT335 detects multiple bands in addition to tubulin, and where a
broad range of polyglutamylase substrates were identified (van Dijk
et al., 2008), we did not observe such cross-reactivity in
trypanosomes. Both for whole cell and cytoskeletal extracts, only
tubulin was recognised (Fig. S2). Thus, at least at the detection level
of chemiluminescent western blot analysis, no further major
polyglutamylation substrates appear to exist in T. brucei.

Microtubule polyglutamylation is important for maintaining
cytoskeletal integrity
Next, we analysed the morphology of cells that were subjected to
RNAi-depletion of the two proteins (Fig. 2). After two days of
RNAi induction of TTLL6A and TTLL12B, 34% (TTLL6A) and
22% (TTLL12B) of cells developed a highly distinctive phenotype.
Cells grew much longer at the posterior end and displayed several
lobular extensions that completely disrupted the normally highly
organised pointed end of the cell (Fig. 2A,B). Whole-mount
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of cytoskeletons showed
that the microtubules inside these lobes were continuous with the
remaining cytoskeleton (Fig. 2D). The anterior end of the cells
looked normal. Based on the glove-like appearance of these lobes
we termed this morphology the ‘glove’ phenotype. Cells displaying
this phenotype were on average 37 µm (TTLL12B) and 32 µm

Fig. 1. Depletion of TTLL6A and TTLL12B reduces tubulin glutamylation.
(A) Western blot analysis of cytoskeleton lysates from TTLL6A-RNAi and
TTLL12B-RNAi cells induced over 3 d. 29-13 is the parental cell line and
served as control. The GT335 antibody detects glutamyl side chains of any
length, the PolyE antibody recognises polyglutamylation with at least four
glutamate residues, the TAT antibody detects α-tubulin and serves as loading
control. (B) The adjusted mean density values of the GT335 and PolyE signals
of three independent western blots, normalised against the TAT loading
control.
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(TTLL6A) in length, whereas the parental 29-13 cells were on
average only 16 µm in length (Fig. S3).
In order to reveal a possible in situ correlation between aberrant

microtubule glutamylation and altered cell morphology, we used
GT335 and PolyE antibodies for immunofluorescence analysis of
cytoskeletal preparations (Fig. 2C). In wild-type trypanosomes,
cells were uniformly stained with either antibody. However, in cells
depleted of TTLL6A, the GT335 antibody staining was strongly
reduced. In particular, the lobes of ‘glove’ cells were almost devoid
of staining. Using the PolyE antibody, we observed a signal
reduction as well, but it appeared less pronounced and was
distributed more uniformly across the cell body. Results using
TTLL12B-depleted cells were similar, except that here the reduced
staining intensity with PolyE was more evident across the cell body,
and staining was almost completely absent towards the posterior tip
and within the protrusions (Fig. 2C). These results were congruent
with our western blot analysis.

Imbalanced polyglutamylation affects microtubule
dynamics and recruitment of the end-binding protein EB1
We next asked whether aberrant polyglutamylation had an effect on
microtubule dynamics. To address this, we stained cytoskeletal
preparations with YL1/2, an antibody specific for tyrosinated α-

tubulin (Kilmartin et al., 1982). Tyrosinated microtubules are a
marker for newly assembled microtubules in many model systems,
including T. brucei (Sherwin and Gull, 1989; Sherwin et al., 1987).
In contrast to wild-type cells where, in addition to the normal basal
body staining, only a faint staining at the posterior end was visible,
TTLL6A- and TTLL12B-depleted cells displayed an extremely
strong YL1/2 signal, which extended from the posterior tip of
apparently morphologically intact cells or from the tips of the lobes
in cells with a disrupted posterior pole towards the middle of the cell
(Fig. 3A; Fig. S4). These results were consistent with western blot
analysis of cytoskeletal extracts (Fig. 3B). After 1 d and 2 d of
RNAi depletion of either TTLL protein the YL1/2 signal strongly
increased.

To investigate this phenotype further, we analysed the
distribution of the microtubule plus-end-binding protein EB1,
using it as a marker for a correctly assembled and organised cell
posterior tip structure (Fig. 3C). EB1 is one of the few conserved
microtubule-binding proteins in T. brucei. In other organisms, EB1
has been shown to direct the dynamics of the plus end of
microtubules by regulating microtubule growth and length and by
serving as a platform to recruit other regulatory proteins (Nehlig
et al., 2017). Genome-wide RNAi analysis by RIT-seq indicated a
reduced fitness of T. brucei after EB1 depletion (Alsford et al.,

Fig. 2. Disruption of cellular architecture after TTLL6A and TTLL12B depletion. (A) Immunofluorescence images of non-induced (−DOX) cells and TTLL6A-
RNAi or TTLL12B-RNAi cells induced for 2 d (+DOX). Cytoskeletons were stained using the TATantibody to detect α-tubulin (green), nuclear and kinetoplast DNA
was stained with DAPI (pink). (B) Statistical analysis of morphological phenotypes. Fifty cells of each cell line were counted in both non-induced (−DOX) and
induced (+DOX) conditions for each of two experiments. Data are mean±s.d. (C) Immunofluorescence images of the parental cell line (29-13), TTLL6A- and
TTLL12B-RNAi cells induced for 2 d (+DOX). Cytoskeletons were either stained with GT335 (yellow) or PolyE (red) antibodies, nuclear and kinetoplast
DNAwas stained with DAPI (blue). (D) TEM images of whole-mount cytoskeletons of wild-type cells (29-13) and cells after 2 d of depletion of TTLL6A (TTLL6A-
RNAi) or TTLL12B (TTLL12B-RNAi). Boxed sections in the low magnification images are shown at higher magnifications in the large dashed boxes.
Scale bars: 10 µm (A,C), 5 µm (D), 1 µm (D, enlargements).
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2011). We generated a monoclonal mouse antibody against
T. brucei EB1. The single EB1 orthologue in T. brucei is, as
expected and shown previously (Sheriff et al., 2014), localised to
the posterior tip of the cell, where plus ends of many individual
microtubules converge. In cells depleted of either TTLL6A or
TTLL12B the EB1 signal was undetectable, both in cells that had
developed the ‘glove’ phenotype and also in cells of apparently
normal morphology. On a biochemical level, this was accompanied
by a shift of the EB1 protein from the cytoskeleton fraction into the
Triton X-100-soluble cell fraction (Fig. 3D). This not only
substantiates the disrupted organisation of the cell tip at a

molecular level, but also points to an important role for
microtubule polyglutamylation in the recruitment of EB1.
Because a canonical function of EB1 in other organisms is the
regulation of microtubule length, we hypothesise that the failure of
EB1 recruitment to the posterior tip might be a contributing factor to
the loss of cytoskeletal organisation. However, in another study no
such phenotype was reported after EB1 depletion by RNAi, but the
level of EB1 knockdown was not determined (Sheriff et al., 2014).

Not surprisingly, the drastic effect of aberrant polyglutamylation
on cell morphology also affects cytokinesis and cell growth (Fig. 4).
After 2 d of depletion of either polyglutamylase, anucleate cells

Fig. 3. Effect of TTLL6A and TTLL12B depletion on the distribution of tyrosinated microtubules and localisation of end-binding protein EB1. (A)
Immunofluorescence images of cytoskeletons of wild-type cells (29-13) and RNAi cells (TTLL6A-RNAi, TTLL12B-RNAi) after 2 d induction. Tyrosinated α-tubulin
was stained with YL1/2 (green), nuclear and kinetoplast DNAwas stained with DAPI (blue). The single dot in each cell represents the basal body. (B) Western blot
analysis of cytoskeleton lysates of wild-type cells (29-13) and RNAi cells after 1 d and 2 d of induction. Tyrosinated α-tubulin was detected with YL1/2, the TAT
antibody (lower panel) detects α-tubulin and served as loading control. (C) Fluorescence images of wild-type cells (29-13) and RNAi cells induced for 2 d (+DOX).
Depletion of TTLL6A or TTLL12B causes loss of the end-binding protein 1 (EB1), stained using a monoclonal anti-EB1 antibody (yellow). Nuclear and kinetoplast
DNAwas stained with DAPI (blue). (D) Western blot analysis of soluble (SN) and cytoskeletal (P) cell fractions probed with anti-EB1 antibody in wild-type cells (WT)
and after 1 d and 2 d of TTLL6A and TTLL12B depletion. Anti-CAP5.5 antibody was used as a marker of the subpellicular cytoskeleton. Scale bars: 10 µm.

Fig. 4. Cytokinesis and growth defects after depletion of TTLL6A and TTLL12B. TTLL6A-RNAi and TTLL12B-RNAi cells were induced for 2 d (+DOX).
(A) Distribution of the number of multinucleated cells and zoids in TTLL6A-RNAi and TTLL12B-RNAi cells. 29-13 is the parental cell line. K, kinetoplast; N,
nucleus. n=120. (B) Cell growth of wild-type cells (29-13) and cells depleted of either TTLL6A or TTLL12B was measured over 4 d.
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(‘zoids’) and cells with additional nuclei were readily detectable,
and after 3 d of RNAi induction a population growth defect was
evident.

Microtubule polyglutamylation deficiencies inhibit
directional cell motility
Upon superficial visual inspection of cells after RNAi depletion of
either polyglutamylase we noticed altered swimming behaviour. In
order to probe the macroscopic impact of compromised post-
translational modifications of microtubules in a quantitative
manner, we tracked individual trypanosomes with bright-field
microscopy under varying conditions (see Materials and Methods
for details); representative tracks are shown in Fig. S5. To
distinguish between aberrant swimming due to gross morphological
distortions (glove phenotype cells) andmore subtle defects, only cells
with a normal morphological appearance were selected for motion
analysis.

With the aim of revealing quantitative differences after depleting
TTLL6A or TTLL12B, we first extracted for each of the recorded
trajectories the scaling exponent α of the mean square displacement
[see Eqn (1) in Materials and Methods] and combined all α values
for trajectories at the same condition into a normalised histogram,
P(α) [i.e. into a probability density function (PDF)]. These PDFs for
all conditions are summarised in the left column of Fig. 5;
corresponding mean values and standard deviations are given in
Table 1. Datasets were tested for significant differences using a two-
sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test because the underlying PDFs
were not Gaussian (as required for a Student’s t-test).

For parental 29-13 procyclic trypanosomes (Fig. 5A, black bars),
we observed a fairly narrow PDF around a mean 〈α〉≈1.5, indicating
a clear super-diffusive mode of motion. This finding compares
favourably to the expectation for microscopic swimmers with a run-
and-tumble-like mode of motion, whereas (sub)diffusive or ballistic
motion would have resulted in values of α≤1 or α=2, respectively.

Fig. 5. Changes in cell motility after TTLL6A and TTLL12B depletion. Probability density functions of scaling exponents of trajectory mean square
displacement, P(α) (left column); instantaneous velocity, P(v) (middle column); and trajectory straightness, P(S) (right column). Highly significant changes are
seen for untreated trypanosomes (A–C) between the freely moving state (black histograms) and when restrained on lysine-coated coverslips (red histograms).
RNAi treatment against TTLL6A (D–F) and TTLL12B (G–I) did not result in marked changes of P(α) without induction (blue histograms). Upon induction (red
histograms), highly significant changes were observed. Similar changes were also seen for P(v) and P(S). Dashed vertical lines indicate the mean, as stated in
Table 1. ***P<0.001 (two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).

Table 1. Statistical details of the motility analysis

Number of trajectories 〈α〉±s.d.(α) 〈v〉±s.d.(v) [µm/s] 〈S〉±s.d.(S)

Wild type Free 187 1.49±0.06 5.70±3.46 0.44±0.23
Lysine-coated 417 0.48±0.10 1.32±2.18 0.11±0.13

TTLL6A Non-induced 352 1.45±0.07 6.66±4.40 0.44±0.24
Induced 28 1.05±0.11 3.59±3.04 0.29±0.23

TTLL12B Non-induced 15 1.42±0.15 4.55±2.85 0.45±0.25
Induced 61 0.79±0.09 1.41±1.79 0.21±0.22
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In line with this notion, trypanosomes that had been attached to
lysine-coated coverslips showed, as expected, a highly significant
shift of P(α) to smaller values around a mean 〈α〉≈0.5 (Fig. 5A, red
bars). Examining cells carrying RNAi constructs for TTLL6A and
TTLL12B, without RNAi induction, only resulted in small changes
of P(α) (Fig. 5D,G, blue bars). Yet, upon induction highly
significant shifts to smaller α values were observed. Whereas
RNAi against TTLL6A resulted in a motion pattern near to normal
Brownian diffusion (α=1), depletion of TTLL12B even featured a
clear subdiffusive motion (〈α〉≈0.8) (Fig. 5D,G, red bars). Thus,
highly significant changes in the mode of motion are observed upon
RNAi-mediated depletion of TTLL6A and TTLL12B.
As a second observable parameter, we extracted the instantaneous

velocities for each position in all trajectories. To this end, we
calculated the instantaneous velocities at each recorded position by
taking the ratio of the displacement Δr taken within five frames [i.e.
within a period of δt=5Δt=0.5 s (where Δt is the frame time)]. Again,
we combined all velocities at the same condition into a single PDF,
P(v) (Fig. 5, middle column). As expected, a drastic change of P(v)
was seen for untreated trypanosomes when hindering their motion
by attaching them to lysine-coated coverslips (Fig. 5B). The average
velocity was decreased about fourfold (Table 1). As before,
uninduced RNAi cells only showed mild changes, yet for
induced cells the depletion of TTLL6A and TTLL12B resulted
in highly significant changes of P(v) and the associated mean
(Fig. 5E,H). Similar to the findings for P(α), knocking down
TTLL12B had a somewhat stronger effect (see mean values in
Table 1). Thus, the instantaneous velocities also revealed a highly
significant change in the mobility of trypanosomes upon knocking
down either protein.
Finally, we also probed whether the directionality of motion of

the trypanosomes changed upon treatment, because this aspect is
not tested directly in the two previously discussed parameters. As a
measure we used the straightness (S) of trajectories (defined in
Eqn 2, Materials and Methods). As before, straightness values for
the same condition were summarised in a PDF, P(S), shown in the
right column of Fig. 5. Whereas parental and freely moving
trypanosomes displayed motion with large values of straightness
and with high variation among trajectories, hindered motion on
lysine-coated coverslips shifted P(S) to markedly smaller values
(Fig. 5C). Again, the change was found to be highly significant. In
line with our aforementioned observations, uninduced RNAi
treatment had little effect, whereas an induced depletion of
TTLL6A or TTLL12B led to a highly significant reduction of the
straightness values (Fig. 5F,I) (see also Table 1). Again, depletion of
TTLL12B showed a stronger effect than depletion of TTLL6A.
Thus, depletion of TTLL6A or TTLL12B not only reduced the
average velocity but also led to less straight trajectories, that is, the
RNAi treatment enhanced the occurrence of tumbling motion
relative to the running phases of trypanosome motility.
Because it is difficult, using the methods outlined above, to

assign this motility phenotype to a flagellar defect, we also
measured helical frequency data of flagella (Fig. S6). The PDF of
the helical frequency of trypanosome motion, P(f ), as determined
from individual trajectories, showed a pronounced peak around
f=1 Hz for the parental cell line (Fig. S6, black histogram). Here, the
shape and width of the distribution not only encodes temporal and
cell-dependent variation in the pattern of motion, but also reflects
uncertainties in the evaluation protocol (see below). Whereas non-
induced TTLL6A and TTLL12B strains (Fig. S6, blue histograms)
show distributions that are almost congruent with the parental line,
RNAi-induced cells (Fig. S6, red histograms) show a marked shift

towards higher frequencies, supposedly reflecting a change in the
action of the flagellum.

Flagellar glutamylation defects correlate with aberrant
motility
Motility of trypanosomes is mediated by the flagellum.
Compromised flagellar functionality is detrimental to many aspects
of the T. brucei life cycle (Broadhead et al., 2006; Engstler et al.,
2007; Robinson and Gull, 1991; Rotureau et al., 2014). To analyse a
possible link between the altered swimming patterns after
polyglutamylase depletion and underlying flagellar biology, we
quantified axonemal polyglutamylation by immunofluorescence of
whole cell cytoskeleton preparations and western blotting of isolated
flagella (Fig. 6). The depletion of TTLL6A led to a significant
reduction (of ∼30%) in flagellar fluorescence when probed with the
GT335 antibody (recognising all polyglutamyl side chains) and a
small decrease in labelling when probed only for long side chains
using the PolyE antibody (Fig. 6A,B). Depletion of TTLL12B led to
an even more pronounced reduction in the fluorescence intensity,
highly significant for both antibodies used (a reduction of ∼70% for
both GT335 and PolyE signals).

In addition, we probed western blots of extracts from isolated
flagella with GT335 and PolyE antibodies (Fig. 6C). For flagella
from both TTLL6A- and TTLL12B-RNAi cells, a strong reduction
of the signal, indicating reduced polyglutamylation of axonemal
microtubules, was detected. The reduction was stronger for the
PolyE signal, suggesting primarily a reduction in long (>3)
polyglutamyl chains. Contamination of the flagellar preparations
with tubulin of the subpellicular cytoskeleton was minimal, because
CAP5.5, a marker protein exclusively associated with the
subpellicular cytoskeleton and absent from the flagellum, was not
detectable in the axonemal fraction (Hertz-Fowler et al., 2001). The
structural protein PFRA, which is restricted to the flagellum, was
readily detectable in this fraction.

DISCUSSION
The shape of a trypanosome cell is crucially dependent on the
subpellicular cytoskeleton, a highly ordered array of sub-plasma-
membrane, parallel microtubules (Sinclair and de Graffenried,
2019). In contrast to the dynamic microtubule cytoskeleton in
mammalian cells, the trypanosome microtubule corset is extremely
stable. Yet, during defined stages of the cell and life cycle this
stability has to give way to a transient dynamic nature, such as for
the semiconservative duplication of the subpellicular microtubule
array during cell duplication and for changes in morphology and
microtubule-dependent organelle positioning during differentiation
(Matthews et al., 1995; Robinson and Gull, 1991; Robinson et al.,
1995; Sherwin and Gull, 1989). How such transitions between
stability and dynamic changes are regulated is unknown. In
mammalian systems, the regulation of microtubule dynamics is
well characterised and it is essentially controlled at three levels: the
biochemical properties of tubulins, including the expression of
various isoforms; the activity of many microtubule-associated
proteins (MAPs); and a variety of post-translational modifications
of α- and β-tubulin (Westermann and Weber, 2003). The latter is
also referred to as the tubulin code, in analogy to the histone code
(Janke, 2014). T. brucei only has one α- and one β-tubulin variant,
arranged as tandem repeats in the genome (Ersfeld et al., 1998;
Thomashow et al., 1983). Therefore, regulation via differential
isoform expression is not an option. Proteins associated with the
subpellicular cytoskeleton have been identified in T. brucei, but
their precise roles in microtubule stability and dynamics is not well
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understood (Sinclair and de Graffenried, 2019). Some are essential
for maintenance of morphology and cytokinesis (Baines and Gull,
2008; Olego-Fernandez et al., 2009; Vedrenne et al., 2002). Many
enzymes involved in post-translational modifications of α- and β-
tubulin are conserved between a wide range of organisms, including
trypanosomes. The largest group of these proteins is the family of
tubulin–tyrosine-ligase-like (TTLL) enzymes (Janke et al., 2005).
They are named due to a shared sequence domain that is present in
the founding member of this family, the tubulin–tyrosine ligase
(Dideberg and Bertrand, 1998; Ersfeld et al., 1993). Whereas this
enzyme catalyses the addition of tyrosine to the C terminus of
α-tubulin as part of the detyrosination–tyrosination cycle, the other
members are either polyglycylases or polyglutamylases, catalysing
the addition of glycine or glutamate side chains to α- and β-tubulin
(Janke, 2014).
Here, we have analysed two proteins of the TTLL family,

TTLL6A and TTLL12B. The nomenclature is based on the
phylogenetic classification of this family by Janke et al. (2005)
and van Dijk et al. (2007), which was subsequently applied to
kinetoplastids by Casanova et al. (2015). TTLL6-group proteins
have, in vitro and in vivo, been identified as polyglutamylases,
based on their ability to increase microtubule polyglutamylation
levels in cultured HeLa cells (van Dijk et al., 2007). In this model,
TTLL12 has shown negligible activity. Although the protein
sequence of the TTLL12 group, including T. brucei TTLL12B,
has a (relatively poorly conserved) canonical TTL domain, it lacks,
at sequence alignment level, the so-called extended TTL domain,
which is characteristic of most other TTLL proteins. However, our
analysis clearly showed that depletion of TTLL12B by RNAi leads
to a decrease in tubulin polyglutamylation, both in situ and by
western blot analysis. In particular, the reactivity of both α- and
β-tubulin with the antibody GT335, which recognises
polyglutamate side chains of any length, was strongly decreased.
The depletion of TTLL6A also resulted in a decrease in signal, both

for GT335 and for PolyE (which recognises side chains longer than
three glutamate residues). In a previous study, using HeLa and
mouse brain tubulin as substrate, TTLL6A from the kinetoplastid L.
major was found to show a moderate glutamylase activity in vitro.
TTLL12Bwas not analysed in that study (Casanova et al., 2015). To
summarise, both TTLL6A and TTLL12B have been identified as
genuine tubulin polyglutamylases in T. brucei.

Numerous studies in recent years have shown the involvement of
tubulin PTMs in many functional attributes of microtubule biology.
Imbalanced PTMs are associated with a number of human diseases,
particularly affecting highly ordered microtubule structures such as
cilia, flagella and neurons (Magiera et al., 2018). Many aspects of the
cell morphology of trypanosomes are equally defined by two highly
orderedmicrotubule structures, the subpellicular cytoskeleton and the
axoneme of the flagellum. Given the conservation of many tubulin
PTMs in trypanosomes, it is reasonable to assume that they play a
significant role regulating the functionality of these microtubule
structures and, moreover, provide an excellent model to study tubulin
PTMs in this experimentally highly accessible organism.

The depletion of either TTLL6A or TTLL12B resulted in a
phenotype of a drastically altered cell morphology caused by an
abnormal organisation of the subpellicular microtubules. The
posterior end of a trypanosome cell normally terminates with a
pointed end where ∼30–40 microtubule filaments converge, with
their plus ends arranged into an ‘open-pipe’-like structure (Hemphill
et al., 1991). In ∼30% of TTLL-depleted cells, this organisation was
disrupted, and instead the cells outgrew at the tip to form a blunt end,
or the outgrowing end branched into several protrusions that could
form further sub-branches during elongation. Interestingly, the
anterior end was, as observed using light microscopy, unaffected.
An outgrowth of microtubules at the posterior tip of T. brucei has
been described several times in connection with analysis of proteins
important for cell cycle progression and life cycle differentiation and
was termed the ‘nozzle’ phenotype (Hammarton et al., 2004;

Fig. 6. Reduction of glutamylation of the axoneme after depletion of TTLL6A and TTLL12B. Depletion of either TTLL6A or TTLL12B for 2 d (+DOX)
causes reduction of flagellar glutamylation, as observed by staining with GT335 or PolyE antibodies in immunofluorescence (A,B) and western blot (C). (A) The
dotted square indicates the position of the fluorescence intensity measurements. The TAT antibody (α-tubulin) serves as a control. 29-13 is the parental
cell line. Scale bar: 6 µm. (B) Quantification of mean±s.e.m. fluorescence intensity. n=16 for both induced (+DOX) and 29-13 cells. ***P<0.001; no asterisk,
P>0.05 (t-test). (C) Western blots of whole cell lysates and flagella of 29-13 cells and flagella of TTLL6A-RNAi and TTLL12B-RNAi cells. CAP5.5 and PFRA
antibodies serve as controls for flagellar enrichment and loading.
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Hendriks et al., 2001; Pasternack et al., 2015). However, the pointed
single end was always maintained in these cells, indicating a
generally intact microtubule organisation but defects in the timing of
cell cycle progression and coordination. The cause of the phenotype
in TTLL-depleted cells is different, because the fundamental
organisation of microtubules is lost. This is reinforced by the
following two observations. First, the strong contrast in levels of
tyrosinated microtubules, as revealed by YL1/2 staining between the
parental cell line and the glutamylase-depleted cells, indicates a major
imbalance in the dynamics of microtubule assembly. Second, the
microtubule plus-end-binding protein EB1 homologue is no longer
detectable at the posterior tip of the cell upon TTLL depletion and
separates into the detergent soluble cell fraction rather than, as in
wild-type cells, the cytoskeleton fraction. The loss of EB1 is
reminiscent of observations made in mammalian neuronal cells and
yeast that the localisation of CAP-Gly-motif-containing microtubule
end-binding proteins, such as Bik1p in yeast, CLIP170 (also known
as CLIP1) and p150Glued (DCTN1), is lost after abolishing the post-
translational tyrosination of α-tubulin or generating a yeast mutant
lacking the C-terminal phenylalanine of α-tubulin (Badin-Larcon
et al., 2004; Erck et al., 2005; Peris et al., 2006). The molecular basis
of this observation is that CAP-Gly proteins require a composite
binding site, consisting of tyrosinated α-tubulin and the presence of
EB1 (Bieling et al., 2008). EB1 localisation was not affected by the
tyrosination defect and, to our knowledge, the effect of
polyglutamylation on EB1 localisation has not been addressed so
far. However, usingmolecular simulations, it was recently shown that
polyglutamylation might affect diffusion rates of EB1 along
microtubule filaments (Bigman and Levy, 2020). We hypothesise
that a regulated polyglutamylation, like tyrosination–detyrosination,
is required as a platform for the recruitment of a specific subset of
microtubule-associated proteins. EB1 proteins are considered as
master regulators of the so-called +TIP network, an assembly of plus-
end microtubule proteins essential for microtubule assembly and
dynamics (Akhmanova and Steinmetz, 2015). This is the first direct
evidence of a link between the +TIP network and tubulin
polyglutamylation.
Most cellular and organismal phenotypes of microtubule PTM

deficiencies are associated with stable microtubule structures such
as cilia, flagella and axons. In particular, it is well established that a
correct pattern of axonemal PTMs is essential for flagellar and
axonemal architecture and cell motility (Alper et al., 2014;
Gadadhar et al., 2017; Hong et al., 2018; Kubo et al., 2014,
2010). Mice lacking the deglutamylase CCP5 (also known as
AGBL5) have defects in spermatogenesis and are infertile
(Giordano et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2013). Biophysically,
dysfunctional polyglutamylation leads to the loss of asymmetric
airway ciliary beating patterns or even stalled beating of mice sperm
flagella (Ikegami et al., 2010; Konno et al., 2016). It has been shown
that one possible consequence of impaired axonemal glutamylation
is a defective interaction between tubulin and proteins of the inner-
arm dynein regulatory complex (Kubo and Oda, 2017). Our data
show that an imbalance in axonemal glutamylation PTMs in
trypanosomes correlates with a severe motility defect. At present,
we cannot conclude that the defect in flagellar polyglutamylation is
causative for the motility defect or whether subtle changes in cell
body dynamics are also involved. The precise mechanisms of how
polyglutamylation affects flagellar function in trypanosomes
remains to be determined. The trypanosome axonemal structure
and proteome is evolutionarily highly conserved and has, for
example, been established as a useful model system to study the
molecular basis of certain ciliopathies (Coutton et al., 2018; Dawe

et al., 2005, 2007). Here we show that trypanosomes are well suited
as a system to analyse the functions of tubulin PTMs in relation to
flagellar biology, an area pertinent to human diseases (Nsota
Mbango et al., 2019).

In summary, our data show that microtubule post-translational
polyglutamylation is a key parameter in the regulation of
cytoskeletal architecture, cell shape and motility in trypanosomes.
This process affects other events essential for cellular integrity, such
as microtubule assembly dynamics and recruitment of other
cytoskeletal regulatory proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture
Procyclic T. brucei 427 29-13 (TetR, T7RNAP) (Wirtz and Clayton, 1995),
was maintained in SDM-79medium (Life Technologies, UK) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum, 15 µg/ml G418 and 50 µg/ml hygromycin at
27°C. Cell growth was measured using a CASY cell counter (Roche
Innovatis AG, Germany).

Generation of TbTTLL6A- and TbTTLL12B-RNAi cell lines
The RNAi constructs, pFC4-TbTTLL6A and pFC4-TbTTLL12B were
created using the stem loop vector pFC4, which allows the doxycycline-
inducible production of hairpin dsRNAwith the use of a single doxycycline-
inducible procyclin promotor (Bochud-Allemann and Schneider, 2002).
DNA sequences for TbTTLL6A (Tb927.3.5380) and TbTTLL12B
(Tb927.11.2420) were retrieved from TriTrypDB (https://tritrypdb.org/
tritrypdb/). For pFC4-TbTTLL6A, a 266 bp DNA fragment was amplified
using the sense primer TbTTLL6A_for and the anti-sense primer
TbTTLL6A_rev. For pFC4-TbTTLL12B, a 180 bp fragment was
amplified using the sense primer TbTTLL12B-RNAi_for and the anti-
sense primer TbTTLL12B_rev. To avoid off-target effects, suitable RNAi
targets were selected using the RNAit software (Redmond et al., 2003). The
PCR products were cloned into the RNAi vector using the restriction sites
HindIII, XbaI, XhoI and BamHI. The final constructs were linearised using
NotI and transfected into procyclic cells by electroporation in an Amaxa
Nucleofector II (Lonza, Germany) (Burkard et al., 2007). Transformants
were selected using 10 µg/ml blasticidin. RNAi was induced using 1 µg/ml
doxycycline. The primer sequences were as follows: TbTTLL6A_for, 5′-
ATAGGATCCAAGCTTCTCTTCTCGGCGCCAAGTGT-3′; TbTTLL6-
A_rev, 5′-ATACTCGAGTCTAGAAACGCCTTAACGTTGGCGAC-3′;
TbTTLL12B_for, 5′-ATAGGATCCAAGCTTTCGGTGGAAGTTTGAA-
GCTA-3′; TbTTLL12B_rev, 5′-ATACTCGAGTCTAGAAATGCTTCA-
AAGTCTTTCAT-3′.

Sample preparation and western blotting
Cytoskeletons were prepared by whole cell extraction at 4°C for 30 min in
extraction buffer [1 mM PIPES pH 6.9, 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT and 1%
(v/v) NP40]. Pelleted cytoskeletons were dissolved in hot SDS sample
buffer [125 mM Tris-HCL pH 6.8, 5% (v/v) glycerol, 4% (v/v) SDS, 5%
β-mercaptoethanol, some crystals of Bromophenol Blue] and boiled for
10 min. The equivalent of 2.5×104 cells per lane were loaded onto a 10%
SDS gel. Proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membrane and probed
with primary and HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies. Blots were
developed using chemiluminescence with Lumigen substrate (Lumigen,
USA) on an ImageQuant LAS-4000 detection system (GE Healthcare,
USA). Flagella were isolated using the sodium chloride extraction method,
as described previously (Robinson et al., 1991).

Antibodies
Primary antibodies: mouse monoclonal anti-polyglutamylation
modification (GT335; Biomol GmbH, Germany), final dilution 1:10,000
(for western blotting, WB), 1:6000 (for immunofluorescence, IF); rabbit
polyclonal anti-polyglutamate chain (PolyE; Biomol GmbH), final dilution
1:10,000 (WB), 1:6000 (IF); anti-α tubulin (TAT) 2.81 mg/ml, final dilution
1:6000 (WB), 1:2000 (IF); anti-PFRA (L8C4) hybridoma supernatant, final
dilution 1:50 (WB); anti-CAP5.5 hybridoma supernatant, final dilution 1:50
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(WB) (TAT, L8C4 and CAP5.5 antibodies were gifts from Keith Gull,
University of Oxford, UK); and anti-tyrosinated α-tubulin (YL1/2),
hybridoma supernatant 1:50 (IF). A mouse monoclonal anti T. brucei
EB1 antibody was prepared as follows: full-length T. brucei EB1
homologue (Tb927.9.2760) was cloned into pET28-His6-SUMO1 (a gift
from Olaf Stemmann, University of Bayreuth, Germany) and expressed in
E.coli BL21(DE3)pLysS, purified under denaturing conditions on Ni-NTA
resin (Qiagen, Germany) and used to immunise female BALB/c mice
(Janvier Labs, France). After a routine immunisation scheme, spleen cells
were isolated and fused to P3X63-Ag8.653 myeloma cells using
polyethylene glycol 4000 and plated into 24-well plates containing Opti-
MEM, 5% FCS, and hypoxanthine, aminopterin and thymidine
(ThermoFisher–Gibco, Germany) and mouse peritoneal macrophage
feeder cells. Supernatants were screened by immunofluorescence on
T. brucei cytoskeletons for posterior cell tip staining. Positive wells were
further subcloned by limiting dilution. The antibody isotypewas determined
using the Isostrip mouse mAb typing kit (Roche, Germany) and is of IgM
isotype. Hybridoma supernatant was used at 1:50 dilution for
immunofluorescence, and at 1:5 for western blotting.

Secondary antibodies: Anti-mouse IgG–HRP conjugate (Sigma Aldrich;
Cat. No. A9044), final dilution 1:80,000; anti rabbit IgG–HRP conjugate
(Invitrogen; Cat. No. 65-6120), final dilution 1:25,000; anti-mouse IgG–
Atto 488 conjugate (Sigma Aldrich; Cat. No. 41698), final dilution 1:500;
anti-rabbit IgG–Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate (Molecular Probes; Cat. No.
A-21207), final dilution 1:1000; anti-rat IgG–Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate
(Invitrogen), final dilution 1:1000 (IF).

Immunofluorescence microscopy
T. brucei cells were washed in PBS and settled onto poly-L-lysine-coated
slides. For the preparation of cytoskeletons, cells were detergent extracted
for 2 min with cold PEME (0.1 M PIPES pH 6.9, 2 mM EGTA, 1 mM
MgSO4 and 0.1 mM EDTA) containing 1% NP40. Cells were fixed in ice-
cold methanol for at least 30 min. After rehydration in PBS, slides were
incubated with the primary antibody for 1 h in a moist chamber. The slides
were washed three times for 5 min in PBS and incubated with the secondary
antibody for 1 h. Then, slides were washed twice in PBS; between washing
steps the slides were incubated with DAPI (1 µg/ml in PBS) for 5 min. Cells
were mounted in Vectashield Antifade Mounting Medium (Vector Labs).
Imaging was done using a Zeiss Axio Imager M2microscope equipped with
a SPOT Pursuit CCD camera (Diagnostic Instruments) and recorded
with VisiView Imaging software (Visitron, Germany).

Electron microscopy of whole-mount cytoskeletons
For whole-mount cytoskeletons, cells were washed in PBS and settled on
pioloform-coated size 100 mesh copper grids (Plano GmbH, Wetzlar,
Germany) in a moist chamber. For cytoskeleton preparations, cells were
extracted with PEME containing 1% NP40 for 10 min at room
temperature. Grids were washed with PEME three times. For fixation
and negative staining, cells were incubated with 2% uranyl acetate for
1 min, washed with H2O and stored on filter paper. Images were acquired
using a JEM-1400 Plus electron microscope (JEOL, Germany) with a
Ruby CCD camera (JEOL, Germany).

Quantification and statistical analyses
Quantification of western blots, fluorescence images and cellular
phenotypes was performed using the image analysis software ImageJ
v1.51h (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). For western blots the plug-in ‘Analyze
Gels’was used. Data were normalised to signal from the mouse monoclonal
anti-α-tubulin antibody TAT. To quantify images and phenotypes the plug-
in ‘Analyze measure’ was used. Statistical analyses were performed using
the Past v3.24 software package (Hammer et al., 2001).

Motility assays
To analyse the movement of cells, 10 µl of a 3×106 cells/ml culture were
transferred onto the non-gridded section of a Thoma chamber (depth
0.1 mm) and covered with a standard glass coverslip. As a reference point
for non-motile T. brucei, live procyclic cells were settled and attached onto
poly-L-lysine-coated coverslips.

Time-resolved bright-field illumination imaging of individual
trypanosomes was performed at room temperature using a Leica DMI
6000 microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar Germany). Images were
acquired with a monochrome digital CCD camera DFC360FX using a 20×/
0.70 NA IMM air immersion objective, providing a large field of view
(448.9 µm×335.2 µm). The setup was controlled using the Leica
Application Suite X (LAS X, 3.6.0.20104).

Imaging was performed at a frequency of ten frames per second over a
total period of 3 min, yielding 1800 frames, each with a camera exposure
time of 5 ms. To achieve a representative sampling of the available motion
patterns, at least three different regions were selected for each condition, in
each of which at least five individuals were monitored. Samples were
imaged for a maximum of 30 min after preparation to prevent ageing
processes that perturb the motion pattern.

Image processing and single-particle tracking
For convenience, intensity values of all images were inverted before tracking
the movement of kinetoplastids using FIJI (https://imagej.net/Fiji). For
background correction, the mean of a region without Trypanosoma traces
was determined in every image and then subtracted from the image. For
improved tracking, the contrast of these background-corrected images was
enhanced by allowing for 0.3% of all pixels to be saturated.

Trajectories were extracted from image stacks via the TrackMate plug-in
for FIJI. Due to the transformations outlined in the previous paragraph, the
contours of the parasite were approximately a blob with diameter of 8±1 µm.
Therefore, tracking was performed using the Laplacian-of-Gaussian
algorithm with a blob diameter of 24±2 pixels (∼8 µm), a threshold set to
0.1±0.02, and median filter and sub-pixel localisation switched on. The
centre-of-mass positions found with this approach were then linked with the
linear assignment problem (LAP) tracker (Jaqaman et al., 2008). In the
algorithm, a maximum linking distance and a maximum gap-closing distance
of 2 µm was used, and the gap-closing maximum frame gap was set to 2.

The minimum length of trajectories was chosen to cover at least 5 s,
i.e. N≥50 positions, and no gaps were allowed in these tracks. To prevent
artefacts from edge effects, all trajectories with a centre of mass closer than
3 µm to any edgewere discarded. To rule out dead, stuck or overall immobile
specimens, a minimum track displacement of 3 µm was used for all
conditions except for lysine-coated dishes (in which trypanosomes were
expected to be stuck). Tracks with N=100 positions and frame time
Δt=100 ms, as well as all associated metadata, were exported as CSV and
XML files, respectively. Subsequently, tracks were converted to ASCII files
and analysed in Matlab using custom-written codes with respect to the
measures given below. Here, only trajectories with a scaling exponent
α≥0.075 in the mean squared displacement were retained for the complete
analysis to exclude immobile tracks. As a result, for wild-type trypanosomes
in unconstrained conditions, a total of 187 tracks were analysed; for wild-
type trypanosomes on lysine-coated dishes 471 tracks were considered. For
TTLL6A-RNAi (TTLL12B-RNAi) trypanosomes we analysed 352 (15)
tracks from three experiments in the non-induced case, whereas 28 (61)
tracks of RNAi-induced trypanosomes were considered.

For each of these two-dimensional trajectories: rðtÞ ¼ rðiDt) ¼ ri (with
i=1,…,N denoting successive frames), we determined the time-averaged
mean squared displacement (TA-MSD) for all possible lag times: τ = kΔt,
defined using Eqn 1:

hr2ðtÞit ¼
1

N � k

XN�k

i¼1
friþk � rig2: ð1Þ

Individual TA-MSDs were fitted using a power law: hr2ðtÞit ¼ Kat
a, in the

range Δt≤τ≤10Δt to extract the generalised diffusion coefficient, Kα, and the
scaling exponent α. Normal Brownian diffusion is indicated by α=1,
whereas sub- and super-diffusive motion is highlighted by α<1 and α>1,
respectively. Histograms of the obtained set of scaling exponents
approximate, after appropriate normalisation, the probability density
function (PDF) P(α) for each condition. In all cases, a two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to probe the significance level between
different conditions.
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As a second measure we determined for each trajectory the taken step
lengths dri ¼ jriþ5 � rij between frames separated by a time increment δt =
5Δt. Due to the discreteness of the trajectory, the obtained set of step lengths
also yielded a set of (positive) instantaneous velocities vi ¼ dri=dt.
Grouping together all instantaneous velocities from all trajectories from
the same conditions yielded the PDF P(v), whose mean quantifies the
ensemble-averaged travel velocity 〈v〉 of trypanosomes at the respective
condition.

Because both of the two aforementioned quantities only test for the
overall mobility but not to what extent a directional movement is observed,
we also employed the straightness (S) of individual tracks as an additional
criterion, defined using Eqn 2:

Si ¼ jriþn � ri jPiþn
j¼iþ1 jrj � rj�1j

: ð2Þ

Using a sliding window approach (window size n=15) and assuming
stationarity we combined all values of S (i.e. each window of each trajectory
at the same condition) into a single PDF, P(S). It is worth noting that S is a
self-normalising quantity and therefore does not need any additional
normalisation when comparing different conditions.
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